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We construct the smallest upergroup ~ (K) containing among its generators those of a constraint subgroup K, the BRST charge 
and the correspondang ghost and anughost operators When K is dfffS ~ the cnncal d~mensmn of string theory can be interpreted 
as a singularity m the carrier space for the irreducible representahons of the assocmted quantum group Some additional physical 
appllcanons are braefly discussed 
In this letter we generalize the BRST superalgebra structure given by Bowlck and Gursey [ 1 ] through the 
inclusion of ghost operators We also show that many features of BRST theory [2 ] can be easily understood 
within a group approach to quantlzanon (GAQ) [ 3,4] by putting as basic group what we wdl call the BRST 
supergroup The prescription for quantlzlng physical quantities is dwectly dictated by the group itself and no 
assumptions are made about Noether mvarmnts The normal ordering arises as a natural consequence of the 
choice of a particular subalgebra (the polarization subalgebra) [4] 
Ftrst we mtroduce the quantum supergroup ~(K)  whtch ts the smallest supergroup contalnmg an arbttrary 
bosontc subgroup K of constramts, the fermlomc transformattons generated by the BRST charge Q and those 
generated by the ghost and antlghost operators ~*' and ~ We then describe tts treatment within the GAQ 
We begin wtth an arbitrary Lte algebra of constraints 
[/(,, L] =Lk/(k (1) 
For each generator/(,, we introduce a pmr of ghost and antlghost operators, ~*' and ~,  whtch obey the usual 
anttcommutatton relations They transform under ~ according to the adjomt and co-adjotnt representations 
respecttvely 
[I(,, ~]  =fsk~,  [/(,, ~p*s] = _ f~p*~ (2a,b) 
We assume the existence of a fermlomc generator 0 satisfying the usual anncommutatlon relanons w~th ann- 
ghosts and commutanon relanons with constraints 
{(~, ~P,}=R,, [(~, K,] =0 (3a,b) 
Now the question artses of which is the smallest superalgebra b (K) containing/(,, ~), ~ ,  ~.k and ~ and sattsfying 
(1 ) - (3 )  The only new generators required to close the superalgebra are T ' -{~) ,  ~*'}, already considered tn 
ref [ 5 ] just as a new set of BRS-lnvarlant operators The remaining commutators are 
[(~, i ? ' ]=0,  [7 ~', 7 % ]=0,  [if", ~* J ]=0,  [~ ,  T , ]=- fm'~*" ,  [/(,, ~s]=_ fmJ~m (4) 
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Obviously b (K) is a central extension of the superalgebra b (K) generated by/(,, (~, 7 ~, ~1 and !P *h, and hence 
(K) is a quantum group in the sense of GAQ [ 3,4] 
A remarkable property o f~(K)  is that no anomalous term is allowed in ( 1 ) as a consequence of (3a) How- 
ever, it is well known that the subgroup generated by K,, ~ and ¢,.A admits a (negative) anomaly for dim K = oo 
Another interesting property concerns the new generators 7 ~, Although they do not have any dynamical content, 
in the sense that no central term appears on the RHS of [T,, T:], the subgroup of these new generators affects 
the definition of the physical vacuum Of course ~ (K) can be enlarged so as to contain the set of coordinate- 
momentum pairs of the physical system under consideration (see below) 
Our next task is the construction of a supergroup law for the U( 1 ) centrally extended supergroup ~(K)  in 
such a way that (1 ) - (4 )  correspond to the Lie bracket relations among the rlght-lnvarlant vector fields 
xS, x .  =, x~,, = X ~,  XR,= and X R, where the U ( 1 ) generator now replaces the identity operator ~ The group law 
IS 
R" 'k =R'  '~R ~ --q'fm: "R' 'hR ~R -1,,~ T' , 
T"s= T' :+R'  :,,. Tk-½q' f~SR ' ~.R' ~,, T ' "T" ,  
~*"= ~*' +R ' - '  5 ~Z-£s :'R '-1 '~ ~"T, .+q'L °R '-1 ~,, ~'s~z, 
T'f = T': + R ' - '  ~r~ +q 'R ' - l  X: TZ , 
q"=q' +q , 
~"=~'~exp{1½ [ T,*'R' 's Ts -  T*R'-~ ': T':+f~ 'R' I';'T,. T'SR' ~ T ~!~' :  ' -2 J ,~ T:T~T,  *
+ i , m *,  ~ ~m R t - -  1 .s l ~q f~ 'R' , TL TST~ +q'fk T'SR ' ~,,, T* + ½q'f~ ' f . .  ~R'-' =,R ' k, T' :TmT"T~]} , (5) 
where R': is the vector realization of the constraint group K From (5) we immediately derive the left- and 
nght-anvariant vector fields They act on the complex functions on ~(K)  as linear differential operators Indeed 
the rlght-lnvaraant vector fields provide a prequantlzatlon or Bohr approximation to quantlzatlon To achieve 
a true quantlzatlon a few additional concepts must be introduced 
The Lie algebra cocyle Z defining the central extension b(K)  of b (K) (see the first reference in ref [3] for 
general definitions) can be seen as the restriction to the identity e of an exact left-lnvariant wo-form 
doo(dO], =Z)  The (quanttzatton) 1-form 0 is the U(  1 ) component (0 L(¢) = £7) of the left-mvarlant canonical 
one-form 0 L The kernel of Z can now be realized as a subalgebra go of left-lnvariant vector fields on ~(K)  
annihilating dO as well as £7, called the charactertstw subalgebra From the physical point of view the generators 
in go are those which are not canonically conjugate to any other in the whole group ~(K)  The quant~zatlon 
form £7 of ~ (K) is easily calculated (using duality on )~L, O ()~-) = 1, O ()~xL~ ¢) = 0 ) 
£7=½( T,*d T '+ T'd T ,*) -  ½f,,,,, ' T "T"dT ,+ d( i~ '  (6) 
and one finds that go is generated by X L, X[-,, xL:,  t,J = 1, , dim K From O we can directly obtain the Noether 
R mvarlants, defined in our approach as £7(X= ), VX R eb(I~), which, however, are not needed in the quantum 
theory 
- -  Z mn 
£7(2~,.,)) = -S,,, ~( 7"' 77 -£ .  ~T. ~" ~=) -3 , ,  
o (g~, ) )=(  7-',* +f~ "~T. .  - f ,  , 
£7(2p~,) = ~' - f * ' ,  
£7()~ps,)) = - -~J'mx' T'" T~-Z  (7a) 
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The only independent lnvarlants are O (X R, ) = [, and O (X~.?) = f *j The classical BRST charge, ~ = O (Xq R ), has 
the standard form 
~ = f*'3, +-b%. ,f,f.m[.,,. (7b) 
where the plus sign appears because ~, - O(Xr),) is the total "angular momentum" 
Another subalgebra required in the quantlzatlon process to reduce the representation is a subalgebra of  left- 
lnvarlant vector fields which Impose restrictions on the complex functions on ~(K)  We generalize in this way 
the restriction which takes place in ordinary quantum mechanics when going from wave functions O(x, p) to 
(x),  ¢ (p )  or ¢(x  + lp) Afullpolartzatton (respectively polarizat ion) 13 is a maximal left-subalgebra contam- 
ing go (respectively a proper subalgebra of  go) and excluding the central generator [4,6] (to prevent pairs of 
canonically conjugate variables occurring in 13) Note that in some special (but important)  cases related to 
anomalies there is an obstruction to the full polarization subalgebra For instance, in string theory a full polari- 
zation should be made out of the Vlrasoro generators as well as half the loop space generators a#, but it does not 
close [7,6] 
Finally, the quantum operators are the rlght- lnvarlant vector fields acting on wavefuncttons, 1 e ,  those com- 
plex functions on ~(K)  which satisfy 
X~ ¢./-l((O/O0 ~U=lq./, X L ~u=O VXL~13 (8a,b) 
Irrespective of  the dimension o f~(K)  (finite or lnf imte) there always exists a full polarization (called natural 
polarization [8] ) containing the ~*, V j=  1 , dim K 
3 N - L L L L -- (Xq, Xk, , X~*, Xrk ) (9) 
Solving eq (8) for the full polarization 13 N leads to the Fock states 
I1)~(W, I~ ' )~(W~' ,  , I g" 7-"" )~(W7" '  g-"°, (10) 
where lh = 1, , d im K and the weight function W is given by 
W=exp t • ~STk)] (11) [ 1.~ ( ~./n ~ ~_.lnfjk~.lt 
The action of the operators X R on  the basic states i 1 ) ,  [ ~ ' )  is 
xR I1 )=0 xR IT ' )=- -~ ' IT ' J~  uk) xR I1 ) - - - -0 ,  xRIV" )=- - fm' l  T ' )  g%l l ) - - - -0  J , , , 
x~,,l~U'>--6;ll>, x~,Tl l)=ll~S), x~. : l~ ' )= i I~"~' ) ,  x~, l l )=- i~ . , , . : l~"~") .  
X,~l 7--.) = -1-~f,,,,~: [ ~ '  ~"~ g-/" ) (12) 
Their action on arbitrary states I ~u- ~v/) follows from the factorlzatlon property of wave functions From (12) 
we can find relations among operators, e g 
1X R _ R R 1 t R R R , --Xk,Xkv,.+ l-2fmn X~,X~v.mX~vn. (13) 
The group ~(K)  is special since, unlike for more other groups, the weight function I 1 ) cannot be considered 
as the physical vacuum from which the creation operators generate the Fock space The state [ 1 ) is not annihi- 
lated by the rlght-invarmnt vector fields associated with the algebra go (of"non-step"  operators) as IS normally 
required, since X R, I 1 ) ~ 0 Thus we must choose an appropriate vacuum I0 )  from the polarized wave functions 
(satisfying xR I0)  = 0 If the corresponding X L lies in go) When the constraint group K is f inite-dimensional 
we find the "Dirac sea", 10) = (WI-[, ~',  l = 1, , dim K 
The situation is much more comphcated when K is inf inite-dimensional and a non full polarization can be 
chosen (a fact which is related to an anomalous term m the group K) We shall be concerned from now on with 
the case K = dlff S ~ for which the matrix R k,. of  the general group law (5) is 
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R~, , ,=cS ,~, ,+ l (2m-k) l  ~ .... -t (I)2 ~ [m2-m(n l+n2)+2n,  n2]l"'l"'-+ , (14) 
2) ,,, +112 +,,t-]x 
which can be derived from the exact Vlrasoro group law given in ref [ 6 ] The choice of polarization and vacuum 
analogous to the fimte-dxmenslonal one described above leads to the infinite wedge product representations (or 
just the semi-infinite ones [9] if  the condit ion xRr, 10) = 0 lS Imposed for only k>~ 0) However, here we are 
interested in a more physical quantIzatlon of ~ (dl f fSJ) ,  which corresponds in this approach to a different ype 
of polarization which is absent from the f imte-dlmenslonal case 
As already mentioned, no anomalous term is allowed in ( 1 ), (3a) Thus, for K=dl f fS  ~ the conformal anom- 
aly c m the commutator  
[Ln, L,,,] = (n -  m)L . ,+m + ½ (cn3-c  ' n)• . . . .  (15)  
must vanish On the other hand there are no restrictions on c', which parametrizes a family of  pseudo-extensions 
(trivial extensions behaving under the GAQ hke true extensions) [3,6] The commutators for ~(d l f fS  1 ) are 
(2),  ( 3b ), (4) with f.,~ ' = (m -- n ) 3'm + n, ( 15 ) with c = 0, and { Q, ga } = L,, - ~ c' (~., o For c' ¢ 0 the character- 
lStlC subalgebra IS
go= ( X~o, XLr,,) , (16) 
and our supergroup ~(&f fS  ~) admits a new class of polarizations of standard type [8] which are not full 
polarizations (they cannot contain all the generators X~., n~)  Out of those only the following two are not 
equivalent 
~s=<x~_<0 ~ ~ ~ x~,x~> ~'~=<x~,,.<o,X~,o<o,X%%o,X,o~o, ,X~<o,X~>o,Xr , ,>~o ' , 1~ L t. X~,o } (17a,b) 
Following the general strategy of taking polarizations leading to maximal reduction, we choose (17a) (in the 
usual terminology these two choices correspond to vacua with ghost numbers - ½ and + ½ respectively) From 
(8a),  (8b) the polarized wave functions can be calculated in the parametrlzat lon for the V~rasoro group given 
in ref [6 ] The exphcit calculations will be presented elsewhere Here we only remark that since (17a) is a 
polarization of  standard type (it contains both particle and anti-particle operators) the vacuum is essentially a 
weight function 10)~f fW The state 10) is annihi lated by X} and also by the operators 
Xln>o,R X~ . . . .  X ~,*< 0,R  xRT~.<o, X~.o, which play the role of annihi lation operators 
So far we have considered only the subgroup ~(K)  associated with the constraint group K, and not the ordi- 
nary coordinate and momentum operators We will now show how the particular subgroup ~(d l f fS  ~ ) can be 
enlarged so as to contain the phase space operators a# for open strings [ 7 ] (the loop space group ~Nd- 1 ~ ) The 
coord inate-momentum pairs are the (c~, o<_.), and the bigger supergroup ~ (dlf fS ~ @ ~1 d- l  ) has the addi- 
tional non-zero commutators 
[£,,, ~',,] =m~g+, , , -F , , , , ,a i t f  , [~¢~, &L] = -nmg ""~* '+ ' ' -  -X~'[F, , , ,  at['*' , 
{?r~;, ~",, ,}=nmg*'~f'"+'"=X{~y.F,, , .af "'  {~,  ~,,,}=m&~;+,,,=F~,,, a&[ , (18) 
where again we had to introduce a new set of ( fermlonlc) operators fr~ to close the algebra The antlcommuta- 
tots among these new fermionic variables do not admit a central term so that no dynamical role can be attr ibuted 
to them Applying the GAQ to ~(d i f fS  ~ @ ~2~  a - l )  exhibits in a natural way the critical dimension of string 
theory, but clearly the argument will be different from the standard one [ 10 ] since m our approach the condit ion 
Q 2 = 0 is fulfilled trivially Indeed c also vain shes in ~ (diff  S ~ @ ~2~  a- ~ ), and the usual mechanism for anomaly 
cancellation does not exist However, the physical anomaly shows up when writing down the operators ()~R), 
which turn out to be functions of more than the basic operators, 1 e ,  those involved in the commutators produc- 
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mg non-trivial central terms Only for critical values of the constant parameters characterlzmg the whole algebra 
all operators 2” can be written m terms of the basic operators (in our present case B’s, !?*‘s and 5&“s, see later) 
The only (non full) polarlzatlon leading to umtary (and physical) representations 1s the followmg one 
VS= <%,, JL), %n80), &f&0,, %L<o,, %an<O), &r,,O, > (19) 
( 19) 1s of standard type and contains ( 17a) The mtegratlon of the polarization equations 2” Y/=0 V’xL~‘Qs 
will be given to the third order m the group parameters (Of course, the main results do appear at this level ) 
The wave functions are 
(PO) -cW(l’- 1 klkPk-qY’+ 
A>0 > 
I YI/‘T -w( y’+ 1 fm,'lmyk+ , 
ka0 > 
where the factors W, and W, of the weight function associated with the vacuum are 
w,=l-41 1 ul,y’- 1 Y;Yn-n~~<a.fnmkY”YmT~+2 1 f,kmY;Ynlk+ 
fl>O n<o n>o > 
mk<O 
W,=@,(l)-&c’q C Yn 
[( 
n -l-“+2 1 ml”l-“-“-3 1 
?I>,0 m>o 
m k,O mklmlkl-n-fn-X+ 
> 
+ C (-m-n)lPm-” -ml”+ 1 jsPP- C jsrPPP+ , 
*>O \ J,-'0 /SC-o /J 
J+S=“, ,+s+r=m 
@, (1) = I+ $1 ,F; -nPl-n+ .g,,, nmPl”l-“-“- n m;,. nmklnlmlkl-“-“-k+ (21) 
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1~1 (l) is just the weight function of the Virasoro subgroup itself and W~ (l, q, ~) 1s the weight function which 
would correspond to the Bowick-Gursey subalgebra [ 1 ] (here generated by Xto, )~.,.,, Xu) 
The physical operators, the rlght-invarlant vector fields, are well-defined ifferentml operators acting on (20) 
We will not write the explicit action of all of them, hmlting ourselves to those calculations that are strictly 
necessary for determining the crmcal values of c' and d (the spacetlme dimension) The action of 
~R ~ X~/~<o), X~.~<o) and X~.*>~o ) n I0 ) and that of J~ . )  on l a~" ) and ~r~ X( .) on I ~k) are given by 
llF~ y ' l~t ' lO~r  o [m m[  
=-~c 'n l l " )+½Ig  ~ ~. m(n-m) la~] -~a75-1  ~. ( r+n) lSP*~r)+ , 
0<m<n O<~r<n 
~ n ~R 
= c~pau)+rd~l l " - ' )+  , 2~v.~<o) l~P)=- l l~*~Pe)+(2r -p ) l l P - ' )+  (22) 
The representations obtained in this way are m general reducible The reductmn can then be achieved by 
choosing avacuum (the weight functmn in the present case) from which the non-trivial action of the operators 
generate the irreducible carrier space It must be stressed that this construction is rather different from the 
ordinary abstract one of the Lie algebra representation There, all the states are obtained from the vacuum 
through the action of the creation operators which are, by definition, hnearly independent On the contrary, our 
states, in particular the vacuum, are explicit funcnons on the (super)group whose hnear dependence or inde- 
pendence as prior to the action of the operators The null vectors appear as truly null hnear combination of 
vector states and then the carrier space 
~ ~ ~ qm ~ R * rh I-[ (X~,o<o))p"(x~.;,<°))'~(X~ .... )) (X(~.~>~o)) 105 (23) 
~R is irreducible From (22) we deduce that the structure of the state X(~ ~<o) 10 ) is identical with that of the state 
__ r ~R ~R / 1 g'fm--~ X(t~r)X(~Pr*n)+ 1 ~R ~R 
- -  1 ,nZ~r ~g. .X( . ;~  ,,,)X(.~,)10) , 
although only for special values of d and c' they are proportional 
d=26, c '=24 
In fact, the lowest orders of (24) are 
-1 ~ (m+k) [~,* , _~m)+l lg  ~'"
O~<m</, 0>m> --L 
+ Z (m+k) (m-2k) l l~) -½g. .  Z 
O~m<A 0>m> --A 
=-[ (? -~:d)k3- (~-~d)k] l lX}  - I  E 
+½1g l'~ ~. ( -m) (k+m) l~,+may '' } 
O> m> --h 
cy/,  + nl  g v - -m \ ( -m) (k+m) l -~ ~.  
( -m)g""  ( -k -m) l l  ~ ) 
(m+k)  l ~;*. a ~'") 
(24) 
(25) 
For these values the irreducible carrier space is made out of states created by just the operators )~.) ,  )~ . . )  and 
)~R from the vacuum (similarly, the operators X~,  )~r) and )~q) also admit a Sugawara-hke construcuon) 
The crlUcal values thus appear as a singularity of the carrier space for the irreducible representations of the 
corresponding supergroup ~(dlffS l, dlffS 1 @ ~N l a- l)  In a more general situation in which the Mlnkowski 
space is replaced with a finite-dimensional semisimple group G, the Kac-Moody group .OG substitutes ~N i a- l 
Now, the same mechanism which has led to the Sugawara-llke construction of )~R also produces, for level one 
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(as a critical value), the vertex operator construction of the generators outside the torus of G (1 e the step 
operators) [ 11 ] 
Let us go back to the general case of an arbitrary constraint group K The supergroup ~(K) generalizes the 
customary U (1) phase lnvarlance of wave functions [4] and geometrically this means dealing with a ~(K)  
principal bundle instead of the usual U ( 1 ) bundle of the unconstrained dynamical systems The infinitesimal 
version of the U ( 1 ) phase invarlance, (8a), is now extended to 
XR~P=dD(X)~, VXeb(K) ,  (26) 
where dD is a linear representation f b (K) [4] which eventually may be one-dimensional Thus, for instance, 
when K is the SO (3) subgroup of the Gahlei group, (8b) and (26) provide the wave functions corresponding 
to a free particle moving with fixed angular momentum (given by the index j of an irreducible representation 
dD ~) of SO ( 3 ) m (2 6 ) ) For K = dlff S x the general scheme reproduces, for the crmcal points already obtained, 
the Q-cohomology (with ghost number - ½ ) of physical states m string theory as well as the ordinary Vlrasoro 
constraints £,,>/o ~u= 3n o ~u It is realized by the following r lght-mvanant differential conditions [ 11 ] 
R R R Xq gJ=X~,,~o~=X~,*<o~=XRrn_<otP=O, X~>o~=fi~o~g (27) 
As a final comment we want to remark that the present mechanism can also be applied to (non-abehan) gauge 
theory In that case the differential equations (26) implement the Gupta-Bleuler conditions and also the zero 
ghost number of the physical states Much work is being done in this direction 
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